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From the authors of "It's No Accident," the definitive reserve on childhood toileting troubles,
comes a supportive, engaging, highly informative, and cleverly illustrated reserve for children
from preschool through elementary age. Older kids will enjoy the respectful tone and amusing
illustrations. Readers will learn what really causes most mishaps: a clogged colon, which
presses on and irritates the bladder. Pooper's Activity Book and Poop Calendar for Children. A
Q&A with Dr. Little ones will like Dr. The reserve urges families not wait around for children to
outgrow mishaps or bedwetting and clarifies steps to make the difficulties stop for good. A mustexamine for preschool and elementary teachers and family members therapists, too! Hodges at
the end explains the research behind his strategy. This book can be an ideal companion to The
M. The same personas come in "Dr.P. Reserve, which explains at length the therapies defined in
Bedwetting and Mishaps Aren't Your Fault.O. Pooper and the wily rabbit."
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I read this to him about a night time that he was super tired from summer season camp all day
and then hamging .. Clear, engaging, kid-friendly book Our kids have been captivated by this
reserve. I have to admit, when infirst tead this to my 6 yo son I wasnt quite absolutely sure about
it. It is a long road to recovery, but this publication helped me seem sensible when the doctors
had been frustrating. He remembered what it had been and how it would help him. I read it the
night before we began the enema. Another morning hours I asked him if he remembered the tale
from the night time before and he repeated all of the key things. Later that night the process
didnt bither him at all. He said it made his tummy experience better.The book is funny and she
made me review it over and over. They possess asked to read the book many times! I also
recommend the support group on Facebook. Im not going to select this book to read at night but
my son does! My kid was filled with __it! Great book except for enema info. My only complaint is
the format of the ebook was a bit complicated to navigate Three Stars Good content material, but
kindle format Very difficult to read - took many tries to click each page individually! I thought we
would increase his intake of vegetables and fruit/veggie smoothies coupled with utilizing a
squatty potty. He's pooping smooth rather than wetting his bed for weekly straight. It has
produced mornings so much better in our house! Who would have got guessed he was just full of
it? This is a terrific book! Content and illustration is perfect for my .. He viewed me defeated and
said "Am I going to have an accident today? This is a terrific book! Content and illustration is
ideal for my 5 12 months old to comprehend and engage. She linked to it and felt finally
understood, it had been a relief for me personally and her after years of frustration with
misunderstood accidents.Thank heavens this book was written.. Expensive book for what it is."
30 seconds later on evacuation happened and he was content as a lark and relieved.I am simply
starting MOP today hoping we are now on the right track.. I bought it and my boy noticed it on
the calendar and liked all of the bright colors therefore he needed me to learn it.Every
pediatrician should refer the book, it is that great. My son was able to understand his treatment
solution and was prepared when we started doing the enemas. As a side be aware. Way over
their heads. Also, pages with how the pictures and phrases are organized are not user-friendly to
read. We often go through and reference the charts in the book for a review of why we are
following program. And can’t even return. Important to say even though she adored the
publication, she was not up to speed with the enema. Would definitely not recommend. my two
boys seemed genuinely interested in drinking more drinking water and concerned when their
poop wasn’t the very best types. I’m glad to have an easy opening ..! Just statrting to understand
about this, but after reading this reserve today, my two boys seemed genuinely thinking about
drinking more water and concerned when their poop wasn’t the best types. I’m glad with an easy
opening to this topic through the picture publication.! As a mom and occupational therapist I
have been so pleased with this reserve and the program.!.. The book was really helpful. Too
difficult to check out when reading Not a book for a potty teaching aged kid (mine is 3. I like the
way it explains what is happening and how to fix it in ways my kid could understand. I'm not
performing that to my child. HOLY CRAP! (pun designed) This book rocks ! and MOP does work!! I
need to speak to their doctor next.! So we didn't force our son to read this. it takes time. It really
helped him understand why at 4+ years he was having incidents. It also helped him realize why
we needed to use enemas to greatly help him overcome his issues. We are on time 34 of MOP for
ourselves and our poop accidents are virtually nonexistent. Our pee mishaps have reduced most
likely by 90%. For a couple of parents who had been cleaning out underwear or throwing it away
daily it's been an enormous leap for us.5). Among the "tweaks" we made to the process is that we
use the liquid glycerin suppositories (LGS)for our son frequently. However, on days where he's

experienced a nighttime accident we utilize the fleet enema understanding that he has even
more blockage on that day than others. The fleet enemas obtain even more out compared to the
LGS but consider longer to work. On the first time we used the enema he didn't poop
immediately.. I don't believe is can be an 'easy' path for me personally nor her to follow the
process, but I am convinced we ought to and daily she actually is getting less nervous about the
idea. His entire demeanor has changed because he's not afraid of exactly what will come during
the day. Tools that assist you to advocate for your son or daughter I have been so grateful for
this book. It certainly helped when I wasn’t getting complete answers from my doctor about why
my child was getting so many UTIs. It really is simplified in conditions for children to understand
and provide responses on how they are feeling, acquiring worries out of following the program.
This reserve gave me assets to require an X-ray and begin suppositories, which are helping us on
the road to healing. I read this to him on a night time that he was super tired from summertime
camp all day long and then hamging with his buddies at night and he visited brd late. I think its
worthy of the try to you should talk to your child and see what they think.. It explains truthfully
and how their bodies work, in a way that makes them not really embarrassed about it. I
understand there are some negative evaluations and everyone’s knowledge and opinion
matters.. In my opinion the book should get a children’s education award, for very clear yet
engaging science conversation! I like the way it explains what is happening and how . Great
resource for kids and parents Well worth the investment! :) Five Stars This has helped my
daughter understand a few of her medical issues. They wanted to resolve everything with miralax
by itself, and it wasn’t solving our problem at all. Your day my child told me he thought he
required a “firehose” to greatly help his belly pain, I knew we were making good progress! So
disappointed.
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